
Toward the First “RE 100% University” in Japan
We are aiming to be the Japanese first “RE100% University” in a phased manner with 
creating/saving electricity by FY2018, and with reducing total energy consumption (including gas) by 
FY2020.
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CUC-ENERGY
CUC Energy Co.
Established in May 2016. As the local energy provider established in the Chiba University, CUC (Chiba University of 
Commerce) Energy started its business to provide energy services. It aims producing and providing RE100% energy in 
the campus and spread to local area outside campus in the future. 

SONE (Student Organization for Natural Energy)
SONE is the student organization who consider and work with the university to save energy and prevent global warming 
from the viewpoint of the students. They are aiming to reduce electricity consumption in their campus through 
planning and implementing actions and making recommendation to university and so on.

Hardware:  Improving the way of creating energy and saving energy
Software: Visualization, Control
Heart-ware: Feeling and human wisdom move people 
- Energy waste research
- Water sprinkling action for cool down
- Green shade (screen) 
- Personal awareness for energy saving

Reference: Press Release Chiba University of Commerce 
http://www.cuc.ac.jp/about_cuc/info/press/2017/i8qio0000002vgcc-
att/20171113_Towards_the_1st_RE100_University_in_Japan.pdf


